
Research Collections

This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1175

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1910 – 1950

Material: metal; wood

Dimensions: 35.0 cm

Description: One silver plated two handled cup trophy on black wooden circular base.
Front of cup engraved: “Banff Winter Carnival - Annual Prize -
Snowshoeing - Presented by J.T. Child, Esq. Banff, Alberta.” Base of cup
stamped with manufacturer’s stamp: “Standard Silver Co. of Toronto,
Limited, Canada.”

Subject: Banff Winter Carnival

snowshoing

sports

J.T. Child

Credit: Gift of Michael Gingras, Banff, 1999

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1175

Images

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1179
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1899 – 1900

Material: metal

Dimensions: 31.0 cm

Description: One sliver plated trophy inscribed: “Brett Trophy. Banff Curling Club.
1900. Won by”. Vase-shaped with curling rock on front of base, curling
brooms on either side, and flared opening. Back of trophy has etched
scene of seven curlers in traditional Scottish dress playing a game
outdoors with a tree and mountains in background.

Subject: sports

curling

Banff Curling Club

Brett family

Credit: Gift of Margaret Blackburn, Abbotsford, 2000

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1179
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1183

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1931

Material: metal; wood

Dimensions: 23.0 cm

Description: Two handled silver-plated cup on black wooden circular base. Cup
engraved: “Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies Photographic Contest
1931”.

Subject: Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies

Dan McCowan

photography

Credit: Gift of John Fee, White Rock, 1996

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1183

Images

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1189

Title: Loving Cup
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Date: 1928 – 1929

Material: metal; wood

Dimensions: 46.0 x 21.5 cm

Description: Two handled silver cup on black wooden base. Front of cup engraved:
“Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies. COUNTRY LIFE TROPHY for the
best AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH taken on the OFFICIAL TRAIL RIDE.
Presented by REGINALD TOWNSEND” Also stamped with two circular
Trail Riders emblems and manufacturer’s mark: “BIRKS. STERLING” with
3 hallmarks and “11/23.” Winner’s names and dates engraved on back of
cup and on 5 plates attached to base, from 1929 to 1999 (at time of
donation).

Subject: Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies

Reginald Townsend

photography

sports

riding

animals

horses

Credit: Gift of Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies, Calgary, 2001

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1189
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1103

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1930 – 1960

Material: wood; metal

Description: A loving cup trophy with three handles evenly spaces around the cup. The
cup is engraved on the side with “Banff Regatta Ladies Double Sculls....”
The cup is attached to a turned wood base.

Subject: sports

rowing

Banff Regatta

boating

Credit: Gift of Kathy Watt, Banff, 1988

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1103
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1109

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1935

Material: wood; metal

Description: Small metal cup with two scrolled handles on a wooden base. There is a
manufacturer’s (?) sticker on the base. The cup is marked “BBC - 35.”

Subject: Jimmy Simpson

sports

Banff Boating Club

canoeing

Credit: Gift of James (Sr.) Simpson, 1968

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1109
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1114%20a-f

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1931 – 1935

Material: metal; wood

Description: Six silver-coloured metal loving cups on wood stands. These were
canoeing trophies (keepers for large trophies) from the Banff Boating
Club between 1931 and 1935. Each cup has “BBC”, a date, and an event
engraved on one side.

Subject: Dorothy Standish Paull

Banff Boating Club

sports

canoeing

Credit: Gift of Dorothy Paull, White Rock, 1990

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1114 a-f

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1124%20a-e

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1952 – 1959

Material: metal; plastic

Description: Five skiing trophies (keepers) won by Jim Davies of Banff.a) “WARSING
TROPHY JUV. COMBINED J. DAVIES 1952”b) “BANFF WINTER
CARNIVAL SKI JORING JUNIOR 1955”c) “BREWSTER MEMORIAL
1956 JR. BOYS 1ST”d) “1959 BREWSTER MEMORIAL SR. MEN -
2ND-”e) “GIANT SLALOM SR. MEN 2ND B.S.R. 1959”

Subject: Jim Davies

sports

skiing

awards

Credit: Gift of Jim Davies, Banff, 1991

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1124 a-e

Images

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1130%20a-k

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1925 – 1940

Material: metal; wood; plastic
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Description: A collection of various sized loving cups. These are the keeper trophies
awarded for various sporting events including golf, skiing and
canoeing.a) Squat silver cup with two handles on wooden base. 19.0 cm
x 18.0 cm x 12.0 cm. “1928 - 29 - 30 BBC LADIES DOUBLE SCULLS
M. GRATZ & E.KNIGHT”b) Tall silver cup with two curled handles on
black metal base. 24.5 x 19.0 x 8.0 cm. “BSGC LADIES ECLECTIC
1936 WON BY MRS. T.H. LONSDALE”c) Tall silver cup with two squared
off handles on wide black metal base. 23.0 x 13.0 x 10.0. “Banff Springs
Golf Club LADIES ECLECTIC CUP 1938 WINNER MRS. T.H.
LONSDALE”d) Silver cup with two curled handles on black metal base.
22.0 x 14.0 x 7.0 cm. “BSGC LADIES ECLECTIC WINNER MRS. T.H.
LONSDALE”e) Silver cup with two squared off handles on wide black
metal base. 21.0 x 10.0 x 10.0 cm. “LADIES ECLECTIC BSGC 1935
MRS. T.H. LONSDALE”f) Small silver cup with tall thin handles on black
metal base that is engraved “BBC 34 MIXED D.S. 1ST”. 17.5 x 10.0 x
7.0. g) Small silver cup with two handles. Sits on wooden base. cup
engraved with “Banff W’s 1930 SKIJORING LADIES 2ND” 115.0 x 10.0 x
7.0 cm. h) Plain silver cup with two grooved handles. Sits on black plastic
base.14.0 x 8.0 x 7.0. i) small silver cup with two curved handles with
points on top of wooden base. engraved with BBC LADIES 1932
DOUBLE SKULL 1ST. 14.0 x 9.0 x 6.0 cm j) Small silver cup with two
handles on black metal base. Cup engraved with BTC -31- Doubles. 13.0
x 8.0 x 7.0 cmk) Small silver cup with two handles on wooden base. Cup
engraved with “BBC -1935- L.D.S.” 12.0 x 8.0 x 6.0 cm.

Subject: Banff Boating Club

sports

canoeing

golf

skiing

rowing

Muriel Gratz

Banff Springs Golf Club

Credit: Gift of Susan Genest, Banff, 1991

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1130 a-k
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1170

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1914

Material: metal; wood

Description: Loving cup with three handles. Each curved handle has a lion’s head at
the top. The cup is not attached to the wooden base. The cup is engraved
“BANFF REGATTA GENTS DOUBLE CANOE COMPETITION
PRESENTED BY D.E. BLACK CALGARY.”

Subject: sports

canoeing

Credit: Gift of Unknown, 1968

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1170

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1194%20a%2cb

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1928 – 1929

Material: metal; wood

Dimensions: 32.0 x 22.0 cm

Description: (a) Three handled silver cup on black wooden base. Front of cup
engraved: “Banff Winter Sports 1929. Lake Louise - Banff - 40 Mile Ski
Race. Donated by Mrs. V. Simmons, Sydney, Australia. Won by D.
Gotaas. Camrose Ski Club”. Plaque on base reads: “Presented on
February 8, 1929 to Paul Gotaas of the Camrose Ski Club for winning the
inaugural Lake Louise to Banff 40 mile ski race. . . (b) (a)(a) (a)
Accompanying wooden plaque with newspaper article reproduced on thin
metal sheet: “Camrose Skier Wins 40-Mile Race” - Calgary Albertan,
Saturday, February 9, 1929.Loppet

Subject: sports

skiing

Camrose Ski Club

Banff Winter Sports

Banff Winter Festival

Paul Gotaas

Loppet

Credit: Gift of Dr. Paul Gotaas, Edmonton, 2002

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1194 a,b
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1163

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1914

Material: metal

Dimensions: 18.0 x 25.5 cm

Description: Two handled silver plated cup. Front reads: “Scottish Amateur Boxing
Championships. 8 st. 4 lbs. Won by G.B. Sutherland 1914”.
Manufacturer’s mark on back of cup, letters WWHG with crown and lion.

Subject: sports

boxing

G.D. Sutherland

Credit: Gift of Jim Santa Lucia, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1163
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1164

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1919

Material: metal

Dimensions: 31.5 x 18.0 cm

Description: Two handled silver plated cup (a) with lid (b). Front of cup reads:
“S.A.B.A. Scottish Championship Cup 8 st. 4 lbs. Won by G.B.
Sutherland. 1919”. Back of cup stamped: “F & S” with an anchor and a
lion. Base of cup imprinted with “KA 956 Fattorini Bradford.” Lid has
pointed decorative top knob.

Subject: sports

boxing

G.D. Sutherland

Credit: Gift of Jim Santa Lucia, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1164

Images
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1165

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1920 – 1930

Material: metal

Dimensions: 18.5 x 23.5 cm

Description: Three handled silver plated cup. Silver plating worn in several areas.
Front of cup reads: “Boxing Canadian National Parks Championship
Featherweight. Donated by James I. Brewster.” Manufacturer’s stamp on
bottom reads “Manuf’d and guaranteed by Standard “S” Co. of Toronto
Canada. A 9 1/2. Electro Plated B.M.”

Subject: sports

boxing

G.D. Sutherland

James I. Brewster

Credit: Gift of Jim Santa Lucia, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1165
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Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1166

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1936

Material: metal; wood

Dimensions: 50.5 x 23.0 cm
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Description: Tall two-handled silver plated cup on wooden base. Front of cup reads:
“Championship Canadian Rockies Junior Downhill. Presented by Phill.
Moore 1936.” Small metal plaques attached to base name annual
winners: 1936 - W. Wellman, 1937 - A. Andrews, 1938 - F. Gourlay, 1939
- G. Locke, 1940 - H.L. Gourlay, 1941 - H.L. Gourlay, 1942- P.
Thompson, 1943 - S. Andrews, 1944 - Allan McLeod.

Subject: sports

skiing

Philip Moore

Credit: Gift of Jim Santa Lucia, Banff, 1998

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1166
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1206

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1950 – 1970

Material: metal; wood; fibre

Dimensions: 14.8 x 6.9 x 8.0 cm

Description: Small two handled metal cup with stem attached to round wooden base.
The cup is broken off at the top of the stem. The cup is engraved
“BROWNIE SIX COMPETITION KINETTE CLUB.” There is raised
decoration just below the rim of the cup and on the handles. There is
yellow yarn attached to the top of the cup stem and a small piece of
yellow yarn attached to the bottom of the cup. The base is painted dark
red-black.

Subject: organizations

Girl Guides of Canada

Brownies

prizes

awards

Kinette Club

Credit: Gift of R. John MacAulay, Banff, 2003

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1206
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Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1226

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1933

Material: metal; wood; fabric; paper

Dimensions: 18.5 x 9.2 cm
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Description: A two-handled sterling silver trophy cup on a turned wooden base; the
cup is in its original blue flannel drawstring bag. A black label with
“BIRKS” in gold is stitched to the bag. The engraving on the front of the
cup “Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies” is in italic script, underneath,
engraved in an arc in caps “COUNTRY LIFE TROPHY” (all other
engraving is printed horizontally) lc italics “for the best”, caps “AMATEUR
PHOTOGRAPHY “ lc italics “taken on the”, caps “OFFICIAL TRAIL RIDE”,
lc italics “won by”, caps “GEORGE VAUX”, “1933”. The TRCR logo (a
circle with a horse and rider in the centre surrounded by a rim in which
“TRAIL RIDERS OF THE CANADIAN ROCKIES” is printed) is stamped
on both sides of engraved “Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies”. On the
back of the cup near the lip and to the right an engraved “BIRKS”
surrounded by a box, ”STERLING”, three silver hallmarks, “66/23”. The
handles rise up 1.5 cm. from the lip, 1.5cm. horizontally and then curve
down gracefully to the bottom of the cup at the narrowest part. The base
of the cup flares out and is attached to a black turned wooden base. The
bottom of base is covered by glued on black faux leather (paper).

Subject: sports

riding

horses

Trail Riders of the Canadian Rockies

Country Life Trophy

George Vaux

photography

Credit: Gift of Molly Vaux, New York, USA, 2007

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1226
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
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Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1237

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1933

Material: metal; wood; paint

Dimensions: 20.2 x 11.2 cm

Description: A two-handled sterling silver trophy cup on a turned wooden base. The lip
has 0.80cm decorative trim. The engraving on the front of the cup,
horizontally, “BANFF T.C. OPEN DOUBLES 1933” . The handles rise
0.85cm from the lip, 2.0cm. horizontally, and then curve down gracefully
6.0cm (downward). The base of the cup flares out and is attached to a
brown, turned wooden base. The bottom of the base has a painted-on
label in the shape of a shield in gold, green and white “SILVER P (a hole)
TROP, underneath (horizontally) “WM.A. ROGERS TORONTO NO.
1654”.

Subject: sports

tennis

Banff

Credit: Gift of Staple Family, Canmore, 2006

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1237
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.1065

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1895 – 1905

Material: metal

Dimensions: 25.0 cm

Description: Johnstone Curling Cup handmade. Base diameter 12.6, rounded top has
7.5 long neck (made from funnel) welded to a molded muffin cup and to
that is the stem. Hand written in black paint:"JOHNSTONE CURLING
CUP WON BY DAVE WHITE Banff". Welded sheet metal tapered out at
top. 0.5 wide metal handles shaped like a bass clef musical sign welded
to side in 2 places.

Subject: sports

winter

Dave White

curling

Johnstone

Credit: Gift of Barbara C. Whyte, Medicine Hat, 1984

Catalogue Number: 103.09.1065
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.

Loving Cup
https://archives.whyte.org/en/permalink/artifact103.09.0011

Title: Loving Cup

Date: 1900 – 1900

Material: metal

Dimensions: 16.5 cm

Description: A large three handled metal cup with slightly convex sides and a flared
base. Each handle starts at the cup lip with a flat thumb grip on top and
attach almost at the bottom of the cup. The cup is monogramed and
dated on one side “ECG June 23rd 1900”. The bottom of the cup is
marked with “Reed & Barton 36”.

Subject: sports

souvenirs

Credit: Gift of Pearl Evelyn Moore, Banff, 1979

Catalogue Number: 103.09.0011
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